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CONTENTSEPILEPSY WARNING

When playing over a long period, you should take a 15-minute break after every 
hour of gameplay. Please do not play when tired. Play in a well-lit room, and sit as 
far away from the screen as possible.

A very small portion of the population have a condition which may cause them to 
experience epileptic seizures or momentarily lose consciousness when they are 
exposed to certain kinds of flashing lights or light patterns that are commonly 
present in our daily environment. Such people may experience seizures while 
watching television images or playing certain video games. Players who have 
not had any previous seizures may nonetheless have an undetected epileptic 
condition.

If you suffer from epilepsy, please consult your doctor prior to playing computer 
games. Please speak to your doctor immediately if you encounter any of the 
following symptoms while playing: vertigo, impaired vision, twitches or any kind of 
uncontrolled motion, loss of consciousness, disorientation and/or cramps.
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3. TECHNICAL INFORMATIONS 

TIPS TO MAXIMISE PERFORMANCE

The OMSI-AddOn Berlin BRT needs a lot of computing capacity in some places. 
The performance can be worse than on other maps, because the city centre is 
densely built up and a lot of traffic is planned. OMSI 2 offers a lot of settings 
in the options, which you can adjust to your taste. Some points are especially 
important if you want to achieve a smooth gaming experience.
Experience shows that shadow calculation puts a strain on the system and the 
results are still not always good. The recommendation is therefore to switch off 
the shadows.

The biggest burden is usually traffic, i.e. moving cars, buses and trains. This is 
why, for example, driving on Sundays or late in the evening achieves a better 
performance than in rush hour traffic.  The most important instrument is 
timetable priority. If the value is lower, unimportant AI lines (which, for example, 
mostly only take a break at the side of the road) are not loaded. As a player 
you can always drive on any line. In the OMSI properties you can find some 
preset presets in the Addons section, which should optimize the display on the 
respective hardware. These are high, medium and low settings. For a start the 
setting „X10 medium BRT“ is recommended, which can then be exchanged for 
high/low or own settings. These settings are also useful for many other cards, 
but not for all.

TIP: If there are white parts in the bus, the main memory will be heavily used. To 
provide OMSI with more RAM, the so-called 4GB patch can be used:  
http://www.ntcore.com/4gb_patch.php.

1. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

In order to play the add-on “OMSI2-AddOn Berlin BRT“, you need a PC-
compatible computer with the following minimum specifications:

• An installed full version of OMSI 2 – The Bus Simulator (version 2.3 or 
higher)

• Windows 8.1 or Windows 10 recommended/ 64 bit
• Dual core processor (Core i5 with 2.8 GHz or similar), Quad core with 3.0 

GHz recommended
• RAM: 4 GB (8 GB recommended)
• 3D graphics card with at least 2.048 MB graphics memory
• Sound card
• 12.0 GB of free disk space minimum for installation
• Keyboard and mouse as well as an active steam account and internet 

connection
• DirectX 9.0c compatible hardware and software
• The 4GB patch for OMSI 2 is recommended.

2.  ACTIVATING AND INSTALLING  
THE STEAM VERSION

Start the Steam software and log in with your 
account name and password.

Then select the option “ + ADD GAME”.

Enter your personal product key to add the 
product to your Steam library. Steam will 
then add the OMSI add-on files to your OMSI 
installation.

Note: To be able to install this OMSI add-on 
via Steam, you need to be logged onto your PC 
with administrator rig
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Unfortunately, due to the large number of different hardware and software 
combinations, technical problems can sometimes occur when using our 
software.
Please make sure that you use the latest drivers for your graphics and sound 
card. In case of technical problems, please check the OMSI data via the Steam 
software. This is the only way to ensure that no files are faulty or missing. 
Updates are also transferred in this way so that the latest program versions of 
the extensions are available. For more information, refer to the FAQs section of 
this manual. Check the FAQs section of the www.halycon.de website to see if the 
problem is already known. Most difficulties have already been reported and then 
listed there or there is an explanation / help for the problem. 
If you cannot find what you are looking for here, you can easily contact us using 
the contact form on the website: www.halycon.de/kontakt.html .

We cannot offer telephone support or support via Facebook. In case of OMSI 
startup problems we need the log file generated by OMSI at startup. This has the 
name logfile.txt and is located in the OMSI main directory.

A very good way to get support is the OMSI Webdisk online page. This is an OMSI 
forum by users for users. There you help each other and very competently. OMSI 
Berlin BRT will get its own area there: https://reboot.omsi-webdisk.de .

4. FAQS – FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Updates via Steam

If a steam update is 
available, the transfer does 
not necessarily take place 
immediately, but the data 
transfer can also be scheduled 

for a later date. To get an update immediately, which is available from Steam, 
please select the entry „Downloads“ at the end of the list in the Steam menu 
„Library“. If you select this entry, all upcoming downloads (including updates) 
will be displayed. On the right side of the listed downloads you can see the 
scheduled time and a button. If this icon is clicked, the immediate download will 
be performed.

Check Steam data

In exceptional cases, Steam products may have errors, the cause of which is 
that not all data is correctly available on the computer. This can be caused, 
for example, by an interrupted WLAN connection or a faulty data memory. In 
this case Steam offers the possibility to check the data. To do this, select the 
appropriate Steam program in the Steam library, in this case OMSI 2, display the 
properties and select the entry „Check files for errors“. This process may take 
some time, depending on how many OMSI Steam titles are installed and which 
Internet line is available. If faulty or missing data is found, the Steam software 
will initiate a data transfer of these files.

Which OMSI-AddOn version do I currently have on my computer?

The current version of the Halycon OMSI AddOns can be found in the respective 
OMSI AddOn folder under ..\OMSI 2\AddOn\[product name]\ There you will find 
a version file with the name of the current version, for example OMSI2-AddOn_
Berlin_BRT_1-03 for version 1.03 of the AddOn.
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Question:   After a long journey, I don‘t see any buses coming towards me?
Answer:   The maximum number of buses set in the options has been 

reached. Simply increase the value in the options.

Question:   I see completely moved objects and buildings on the map.
Answer:   Here it can be very helpful to switch to low graphic options ( X10 low 

BRT). Furthermore the 4GB patch should be activated.

Question:   At some final stops it is difficult to finish the journey.
Answer:   In this case it helps to drive forward a little bit until the info line 

(Shift+Z) has jumped to the final stop.

Question:   The route entry does not work for foreign buses on the Berlin BRT 
map or not all stops are announced

Answer:   The file BRT Berlin.hof on the folder of the MAN_SD202 must be 
copied into the folders of the other buses. The file BRT Berlin.
hof from the folder of the MAN_DL05 is specially designed for this 
bus. With certain other buses the automatic forwarding on the BRT 
Berlin card does not work.

Question:   The temperature of the air conditioning in the DL05 cannot be 
changed

Answer:   The temperature of the air conditioning system is fixed and cannot 
be adjusted.

Question:  At certain traffic lights you always have red
Answer:  The priority of buses depends on whether there are many or few 

cars crossing the intersection. It is best to activate the Route 
Helper. Then you can see how the indicator must be set so that 
the traffic lights recognise the bus. Where there is no „A“ as Route 
Helper, priority was not possible with the technical means of OMSI.

Information about OMSI add-ons in general and Berlin BRT in particular
The range of OMSI2 extensions is constantly changing. Numerous updates and 
bonus downloads are also published. If you would like to stay up to date here, 
we recommend that you register with us for one or more news channels. This is 
free of charge and can be cancelled at any time.
So you are always up to date on the status of our products.

Facebook   www.facebook.com/halyconmedia
Twitter    www.twitter.com/HalyconMedia
Newsletter   www.halycon.de/newsletter.html
Telegram - Push service  https://t.me/halyconmedia

You can also find us on YouTube. There, numerous videos of our products are 
presented: 
YouTube    www.youtube.com/user/YTHalycon

USING THE 4GB-PATCH FOR OMSI 2  

If white areas appear in the OMSI 2 simulator on the buses, AI vehicles and 
other 3D objects, the computer‘s memory is heavily used. OMSI 2 is a 32bit 
application and accesses by default a maximum of 2 GB of the working memory, 
regardless of how much working memory the computer actually contains. To 
provide OMSI with more working memory (RAM), the so-called 4GB patch can be 
used. You can obtain this patch, for example, at www.ntcore.com/4gb_patch.php

Please note that this patch must be reloaded when updating OMSI 2. 

IMPORTANT: Please note that after each update or data check it may be 
necessary to reactivate the 4Gb patch.

TIP: If you are having difficulties, check the Halycon Media 
website www.halycon.de under FAQs to see if this problem 
is known there. The FAQs are constantly being expanded and 
frequently reported problems are added to them.
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5. THE OMSI2-ADDON BERLIN BRT

Let us imagine for a moment that we were urban or traffic planners and we 
could design an express bus line in the big city of Berlin in the way we think is 
right, without having to adhere to any conventions.
This is exactly what happened in the OMSI2-AddOn Berlin BRT - Bus Rapid 
Transit! Because unlike in reality, such changes can be implemented very well 
in a simulation, long planning and construction site phases are spared here. The 
only thing that would be decisive would be the optimal route for the bus in terms 
of traffic engineering.
So why not set up a bus route in the middle of Berlin‘s Kurfürstendamm instead 
of a parking strip? Or equip traffic lights with bus priority and build a turbo 
roundabout so that traffic jams almost disappear?
OMSI Berlin BRT - Bus Rapid Transit contains the route network from the 
well-known OMSI2-AddOn Berlin X10, but now represents the status from 2019 
instead of 2013.
Since then, a lot has changed on the actual route in the heart of Berlin, many 
new buildings have been constructed in reality and some new routes have been 
created.
Several new buildings and updates bring variety into play - without 
compromising performance. The area around Bahnhof Zoo alone has changed a 
lot and has been given several buildings.
Berlin BRT - Bus Rapid Transit is the new OMSI map for all Berlin lovers!

6. THE ROUTE

On about 60km of track 4 complete bus lines and 17 further bus lines can 
be used. Every area looks different, from the city centre near the zoo to 
shopping streets, villa districts in the forest, the Zehlendorf city centre and the 
surrounding area with residential, commercial and meadow areas. 
Even at different times of the day and year you can discover something new 
here and there. The addon plays creatively in the year 2019, whereby there are 
different timetable versions. 
A short description of all lines can be found in the appendix.

BUS ACCELERATION 

Streets, intersections and bus stops have been redesigned to speed up bus 
travel. With all these measures combined, buses on the X10 and 115 lines now 
reach their destinations 5 to 10 minutes faster during the day. To make sure that 
the acceleration of the busses works optimally, you as a player can follow a few 
tricks.

Buses in Berlin always stop at the 
location strip. 

Visually impaired people can feel the 
rippled surface with the cane to find 
the stop position. At bus stops without 
a finding strip, the tip of the bus must 
stop at the bus stop pole.

Induction loops on the road show the 
places where AI and player vehicles 
register at traffic lights. All induction 
loops in Addon BRT Berlin influence 
the traffic lights.

If the route helpers are shown, such 
„A“ on the ground will also appear. 
They mark the place from where only 
buses register at a traffic light. The 
registration is only on the lane. 

If there is a green arrow below the „A“, registration only takes 
place when the indicator is in the position indicated. An arrow 
pointing upwards means that the indicator must be off until 
the traffic lights.
Registering a bus means that a traffic light stays green longer 
or turns green again after a shorter time. Sometimes a special 
phase for the bus is inserted between the normal procedure.
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Signal Designation Corresponds to Meaning

F0 Red traffic light stop

F4 Amber traffic 
light 

expect stop

F1 / F2 / F3 Green Traffic light with arrow 
Drive enabled only in the 
direction of the bar (straight 
ahead / right / left). Bus has 
right of way.

F5 Green traffic 
light

Permissive signal: Travel 
enabled in all directions.
When turning, other cars 
and pedestrians have the 
right of way.

Registration of the bus
at the traffic light

A1 Favourable time to close 
the doors

A2b Good time to leave the bus 
stop, expect free travel at 
the next traffic lights.

If you drive at the speed 
indicated, the next traffic 
light is guaranteed to 
switch on time and you will 
not have to brake again. 
If the speed signal is off, 
the traffic light may show 
green or red and you must 
prepare to brake.

THE IMPORTANCE OF TRAFFIC LIGHTS FOR BUSES
7. USEFUL TIPS

At the beginning you should be aware that not everyone follows the traffic rules 
in big cities. Parking offenders or pedestrians who take the right of way are a 
daily occurrence.

The best way to prepare yourself is to take a look at the map.  
The „Liniennetz Route Map.pdf“ is particularly helpful for this purpose. It is 
up to you whether you want to ride in an AI bus first, follow an AI bus or start 
immediately with passenger transport.

For an easier orientation you can activate Route Helper in the game menu. Then 
all stop positions are marked by a large symbol. The name of the stop, the lines 
stopping and, if applicable, their direction are also shown under the symbol. If in 
doubt, it is better to stop once too often than once too rarely. At through stops of 
the X10 the line number is not noted. If you drive without Route Helper, you can 
read the stopping lines on the stop poles.

For the mobile lines all places are marked where you have to turn off. If all lines 
go straight ahead at an intersection, no Route Helper is placed. With a little 
practice, the auxiliary arrows can also be used for operational trips. The so-
called dynamic route helpers are not used.

End stops often consist of an exit, break and boarding stop. If these are close 
together, Omsi has difficulty locating the bus correctly. It can happen that 
announcements have to be corrected or that despite stopping exactly at the 
Route Helper, no final evaluation for the term appears.

Due to a special permit you are allowed to drive on all roads with 
vehicles up to 4.12m high, even if the signs are different!  
An exception is the railway bridge at Zehlendorf S-Bahn station. 
Here the height limit is 4.06m (exactly the same as the Addon-
Bus) and double-deckers are only allowed to drive through the 

bridge at 30 km/h!

As bus driver you are responsible for your passengers. Therefore always act 
according to the principle „safety before punctuality“! Always reckon with the 
misconduct of other road users! Never force your right of way! Be particularly 
vigilant at accident black spots!
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Always keep sufficient distance to the front and to the side, then you can best 
get through the big city traffic. If you are too disturbed by the mistakes of other 
road users, you can switch off collisions in the options.

In Berlin, you are economical in some places with markings for lanes or turning 
arrows. Observe the behaviour of drivers who know their way around there! Be 
particularly attentive when turning left without your own traffic light phase!
Although the route has many wide roads, there are also many narrow lanes. 
Not all lanes are wide enough for buses. If the conditions are difficult, you as a 
beginner must take two adjacent lanes at the same time.

Turning right at intersections is often difficult for buses. When turning, always 
look in both side mirrors so as not to endanger following traffic when your rear 
end swings out! Always give pedestrians priority!

When turning in residential areas, you must avoid the oncoming lane. Look 
around and do not endanger anyone during this manoeuvre! Do not forget the 
right-of-way rule „right-fore left“ in side streets!

8. QUICK START

Select the manufacturer „BRT C2“ or „MAN“ when placing the vehicle. Here 
you can now select the vehicle type. You can choose between different versions 
of the selected bus model. Make sure that the courtyard file „BRT Berlin.hof“ 
matching the map is preset. Then you have to select a location for placement.

Change to the driver view with [F1]. Start the electrical system [E] and the 
motor [M]. Select a gear [D] and release the parking brake [.]. Depending on the 
pressure in the system, the bus will now start rolling and you can accelerate and 
steer it.

At night, you should activate the headlights [L] and illuminate the interior [8] 
[9]. If passengers are to board the bus, you need to set destination signs that 
passengers „know“ at each stop. This is done in the printer setting menu.

TIP: In the folder . \OMSI 2\Addons\Berlin_BRT\ contains further information, 
timetables, line overviews and the current version file, which contains the 
version of OMSI Berlin BRT that is currently installed on the computer.
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9. THE VEHICLES C2 SOLO E6 AND MAN DL05

The OMSI2-AddOn Berlin BRT includes two buses. The C2 Solo E6 and the MAN 
DL05 double-decker bus, already known from the Berlin X10, which is typical for 
Berlin.

On the following pages the two buses are described in more detail. Before that, 
a short information about the use of buses in OMSI. 

USING A BUS ON OTHER ROUTES

As a player you can use any bus on any route. In order for passengers to 
board, however, a suitable yard file (file extension .hof) must be copied so that 
meaningful destinations can be displayed and passengers can board. These yard 
files usually bear the name of the card and can be copied from a standard bus, 
for example from the directory \Vehicles\MAN_SD202\.

USE OTHER BUSES ON THIS ROUTE

To be able to drive other buses on this route as a player, the file „BRT Berlin.
hof“ must be copied from the folder \Vehicles\MAN_SD202\ into the folder of the 
desired bus. This yard file can be read by most bus types. If the other bus should 
also run as AI, a further step must be taken. In the file \maps\BRT Berlin\ailists.
cfg the use of the AI buses is regulated. The vehicles are divided into different 
categories and commented. Under the keyword [aigroup_depot_typgroup_2] a 
file path is specified for each group. This can be changed to the .bus file of the 
desired vehicle. Thereby the performance in the game can change

THE BUS C2 SOLO BVG VARIANT

The C2 bus was introduced in 2011 and has replaced the previous C1 series. 
Over the years, the C2 series has been built in many different versions. This not 
only concerns the equipment for the passengers, but also the motors/drive type, 
number of doors and function and of course some optical changes.

For the OMSI2-AddOn Berlin BRT we have chosen the solo variant with 2 doors, 
which is used by the BVG in Berlin.

In the following some technical details:

Length  12,135 mm
Width / incl. mirror  2.550 mm / 2.950mm
Height incl. air conditioning  3,120 mm
Capacity  67 + 1
Seating capacity without folding seats  32
Standing room  35
Entrance height door  320 mm
Clear door width  1,250 mm
Permissible total weight  18.745 kg
Axle load front axle  7.500 kg
Axle load on drive axle  11.500 kg
Tare weight           11,401 kg
Power                  220 kW 
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FUNCTION OVERVIEW OF THE DRIVER‘S AREA OF THE C2 SOLO

Dashboard

Steering wheel

1
7 10

8

3

2
3

4

5

7

8

9

10

11
12

13

14
15

16

17 18

19 20 21

28 29

6

1  Passenger light 
medium/full

2   Deactivate front 
passenger lighting 
section

3   Counting table Light on/
off

4   Sunblind front 
windscreen up/down

5   Driver‘s workplace 
Reading lamp on/off

6   Deactivate ASR
7   Light switch (front 

lights)
 0 = parking light  
 1 =  daytime running 

light  
 2 = low beam light 

  Main beam  
(see indicator lever), 
pulled out   

  Fog lamps  
(each light level)

8   Windscreen wipers – 
water

9   Windscreen wiper – step
10   Turn signal lift - up: 

Turn signal right - down 
Turn signal left - down 
left - high beam on/off 
(when lighting level 2) 
- right-high: headlight 
flasher

11   Fuel gauge
12   Speed indicator
13   Driver monitor

14   Speed pointer
15   AdBlue - Fuel gauge
16   Driver monitor – Reset
17   Anti-roll protection
18   Driver‘s cab door 

unlocking
19   Dynamic gear selection
20   Neutral gear selection
21   Reverse gear selection
22   Kneeling on/off
23  Kneeling not off
24   Wheelchair STOP button 

deactivation
25   hazard lights
26   Door leaf lock left/right
27   Door release
28   doors Front
29   doors middle

1   Save favourite menu 
window (press and hold 
for 2 seconds) / display

2   Next menu window
3   Next main menu
4   Previous menu window
5   Previous main menu
6   Open and close input 

window / Acknowledge 
event window

7   no function
8   no function

9   no function
10   Switch on and recall 

stored speed / speed 
limit, set speed / speed 
limit, set speed / speed 
limit Reduce speed / 
speed limit

11   Switch on speed / speed 
limit and set current 
speed / speed limit, 
increase set speed / 
speed limit

12   Cruise control
13   Temposet (limiter)
14   Temposet (limiter) / 

switching off cruise 
control

15   no function
16   Drive system menu 

window

22 23 24 25

26
27

1
2 

5
4 6

9

13
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14

16
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Side fitting 

7
10

8

3

1   emergency off
2   No function
3   USB sockets (indoor) off
4   Stop brake emergency 

release
5   Parking brake
6   Activate the outside 

loudspeaker

7   Activate the inside 
loudspeaker

8   Electric window 
regulator Driver‘s 
window - open/closed

9   No function
10   Sun blind side window 

up/down

11   No function
12   Reset emergency taps
13   No function
14   Steering wheel/

instrument panel 
adjustment on/off

15   No function

1
2 5

4

6

9

13

12

11

15

14

TICKET PRINTER ATRON AFR4 IN C2 SOLO

Just like the MAN DL05 double-decker, the C2 bus also uses an Atron AFR4 
ticket printer. However, this uses a different software version, so that the menus 
look different and a SystemCard is required for activation. 

Below is a brief explanation of the individual menus.

The start menu 
After starting the printer, the Start menu appears. This menu is only displayed if 
you are not logged in.

1. opens the function menu
2. switches the post mode on/off
3. operation without sale
4. log on to the ticket printer

Activation by Systemcard
In order to be able to log on to the ticket 
printer, the SystemCard must first be 
approved. This is an additional security 
level before the actual registration.

1 2 3 4
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The SystemCard is located on the cash desk in front of the screen. When you 
click on the target area above the screen (circled in red on the picture), the 
SystemCard is placed there. 
 

After the SystemCard has been 
recognised, the logon menu is 
displayed after a short time. The 
SystemCard can then be placed in 
the compartment on the left-hand 
side below the screen.

Logon menu 
After the card has been 
successfully inserted, the login 

menu appears automatically after a few seconds. Here the driver must log in to 
the system.

By pressing the selection 
button (1), the driver can 
register using the number 
pad (3) (salesman 4951). 
Then the PIN (4321) must be 
entered after pressing the 
corresponding selection button 
(2). With the button [C] (4) the 
content of the respective input 
field is deleted and confirmed 

with the green confirmation button (5). If the entries are correct, the course 
selection menu is displayed.

1 Seller selection button
2 PIN selection button
3 Numeric keypad for entering salesperson number and PIN
4 delete button
5 Confirmation button
6 One menu back
7 Termination

NOTE: In the AFR4_constfile.txt file located in the bus directory  
under \Script\Printer\, the vendor number and PIN can be adjusted.

Course selection

The main function of the course selection menu is to set the line and course. 
Depending on the input, different subsequent menus are displayed. If a 
timetable has been selected in OMSI itself, the printer is logged in in AVL mode. 
This means that the printer automatically sets the circulation, provided that the 
entries in fields (1) and (2) correspond to the information from the timetable 
selected in OMSI and have also been confirmed. If the information does not 
correspond to that of the timetable, or if no timetable is selected, the journey 
selection menu will open. If a 0 (zero) was entered as the course, the line/route 
menu opens after confirmation.

Overview of functions in the course selection menu:
1 Line input
2 Course input
3  Selection key only active if line field is selected.   

Switches to the first line in the selected yard file.
4  Selection key only active if line field is selected.   

Switches through lines in the selected yard file.
5  Selection key only active if line field is selected.   

Switches through lines in the selected yard file.
6  selection key only active if line field is selected.   

Switches to the last line in the selected court-file.
7  Confirmation button: Confirms the line input immediately if it is correct and 

does not jump to the course selection.
8 Stop key, leads back to the main menu.

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7 8

7
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Journey selection menu 

The Journey Selection Menu allows you to select the line and route when the 
printer is not in AVL mode.

 
Overview of functions and displays in the Journey Selection Menu:
1 Details of the selected trip
2 Selection list of the line and course
3 navigation keys (First page / Page back / Page forward / Last page)
4 Confirmation button
5 STOP key leads back to the main menu 

Empty Journey Menu
The empty driving menu is displayed 
when the car is not at the starting stop. 
It is displayed after the menus „Course 
selection“ (if the data correspond to 
those from the OMSI timetable), „Trip 
selection“ and „Line/Route“.

Overview of functions and displays in the line/route menu:
1  Information on the selected route
2  Display of the destination stop to be approached next
3  If the GPS is not operational, press this key to confirm that the destination 

stop has been reached so that the main menu can be displayed
4  Opens the settings
The STOP key is deactivated here.

Main menu

If the line and course have been successfully selected, the main menu appears. 
Here, all data relevant to the driver are clearly displayed.

 
Overview of functions and displays in the main menu:
1  Here you can switch through the stop list (line grid). 
 Arrow down = Next page 
 Arrow up = Previous page 

By briefly holding down the arrow keys, the function is briefly 
exchanged and the symbols change: If these alternative symbols 
are displayed, the advance is not made sideways but by floor 

(one floor forwards or backwards)
2  Displays the destination. When you click the destination, a menu for setting 

POIs can be opened
3  Printer status indicators. All red -> no timetable selected, or farm file invalid. 

Partial green -> timetable active and farm file 
matching the farm file

4  Shows the current floor Press and hold briefly to 
change the function of the shift keys above

5  Listing of ticket groups  
By pressing the respective ticket group, different 
tickets are displayed to the right

6  Listing of tickets, depending on the ticket group 
selected

7  Pop-up button for quick selection of an additional 
menu

8  Opens the settings

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

6

7 8

7
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Ticket menu

The ticket menu displays information on ticket sales.

Overview of functions and displays in the ticket menu:
1  Name of the selected ticket
2  Total amount of the ticket(s)
3  Number of selected rule tickets
4  Number of selected reduced tickets
5  Number of regular tickets minus 1
6  Number of reduced tickets minus 1
7  Number of regular tickets plus 1
8  Number of discounted tickets plus 1
9  Additional ticket
10 Ticket/ticket printing

Function menu

Further options can be selected 
in the function menu.
 
Overview of functions and 
displays in the function menu:
1  Selection of further functions
2  Selection button for the end 

of the shift. The printer will 
guide you through the end of 
the shift

3  Selection of further function

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

THE MAN DL05 DOUBLE-DECKER BUS 

The DL05 was the world‘s first three-axle low-floor biplane. In 100 years MAN/
Büssing had already built 6000 buses for Berlin. For the first time, BVG is using 
double-deckers with air conditioning, and the number of passenger seats is also 
impressive! The purchase price was around EUR 400,000 per unit. 
Today, the more than 400 units delivered characterise the cityscape of 
Berlin. Some differences between the sub-series DL05, 07, 08 and 09 were 
implemented, but not all. 
There is also an AI version of the biplane. This uses simplified models and 
scripts, but cannot be adopted by the player. Such AI versions are also used by 
the GN92, for example. 
In the standard setting, all buses that run on playable lines can be used.

Technical data

The following are some choice specifications. Instead of listing all bus parts, we 
recommend that you investigate all of the buses to maximise your enjoyment 
and the challenge of this product.

Vehicle  MAN Lion’s City DD
Length  13.73 m
Width  2.55 m (add mirrors)
Height  4.06 m (add antenna)
Admissible total weight  26 t
Seats  83+1
Standing places  45
Engine  MAN D 2866 LUH 51
Gearboxes  Voith DIWA 854.5
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FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW OF THE DRIVER‘S AREA OF THE MAN DL05

Controls

1

1 Key
Put the key into the ignition and turn.  
This has the following functions:
1st position = parking gear 
2nd position = drive
3rd position = start engine

11  Cycle through the camera screen  
only when stopped

12  Parking brake
13  Rotary switch headlight functions: 

Switch vertical = lights out  
1st position = parking light   
2nd Position = headlights  
Pull the switch out enable the 
following functions:  
1st position = fog light 
2nd position = rear fog light

14  Lighting on the lower deck  
Middle position =off 
Lower position = normal   
Upper position = full lighting

15 Lighting for the driver’s seat key [6]

13

12

11

14
15

24

26

27

28

25

33

31

32

34

36

37

39

35

38

21 22 23

21  Retarder direct control
22  Deactivate TCS 
23  Hazard warning lights
24  Lighting upper deck key [8]
25  Speedometer in km/h
26  Kilometer-counter and clock
27  Dual lever indicators and 

windscreen wipers   
[W] fast wipe  
[Shift]+[W] slow wipe

28  Horn
31 Stop warning light
32 Caution warning light
33 Indicator lights

34 Full beam
35  Reservoir pressure
36  ABS-warning light
37  Stop button – shows 
38  Stop button wheelchair 

At the next stop, you have to 
use the additional kneeling 
(element 46) and interrupt the 
door automatic (element 48). If a 
wheelchair user has pushed the 
button, the ramp at the middle 
door must be lowered manually.

39 Door control
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41

42 43 44 54

45
46

47 48
49

51

50
52

53

41  Multifunction display 
This display shows all of the 
information and warnings 
concerning your vehicle. The 
symbols are mainly self-
explanatory. The lower section 
shows the next stop and any 
delay that has occurred within an 
active schedule. A “+” attached to 
the delay value indicates an early 
arrival and thereforerequires 
that you stop as soon as possible 
and wait until the + extinguishes. 
This is in accordance with BVG 
regulations.

42  Browse display to see further 
elements

43  Browse list of stops to correct 
announcements

44  Confirmation of outstanding 
commands and route settings

45  8pm switch as stop brake 
without opening the rear door

46  Kneeling 
In addition to automatic kneeling 
(3cm), the bus can be lowered 
by another 4cm for wheelchair 
users or perhaps baby buggies 
to use. To do so, push down the 
button until the final position is 
reached.

47  Switch Auto to interrupt the light 
barrier at the rear door

48  Switch baby buggy to interrupt 
the light barrier at the middle 
door

49  Fire alarm
50 Door block front
51 Door button front
52  Door release Middle/back door 

and stop brake
53  Automatic transmission –  

62

63
64

68

65

61  Heating/air conditioning in passenger compartments 
When you start the engine, the automatic heating and 
air conditioning for the passenger compartment starts 
automatically.

62  Air circulation for driver’s seat 
63 Temperature for driver’s seat
64 Demister driver’s seat
65 Air conditioning for driver’s compartment
66  Fresh air/air circulation driver’s seat and passenger 

compartment
67  Additional heating switch to toggle on and off 
68 Reheat on / off
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THE TICKET PRINTERS ALMEX AND ATRON AFR4 IN THE  
DOUBLE-DECKER MAN DL05

How to operate the printer depends on which ticket printer appears. Up to the 
year 2013, the old ALMEX printer is loaded as standard. If the game is starting 
in 2014 or later, the new Atron AFR4 printer is loaded. For experts: The year 
can be changed in the file visual_constfile.txt. To help you enter the bus routes, 
a small cheat sheet appears below the ticket printer. This disappears when you 
click on it.

SELLING TICKETS

The add-on offers a simple ticket system with five different tickets

ALMEX: After pushing the ticket button, press the green “Ausgabe” button to 
issue the ticket.

Atron AFR4: 
The ticket-selling screen 
appears automatically at stops. 
The tickets are in the right-
hand column. Only the day 
tickets need to be called up by 
selecting “Berlin AB weitere” 
and then selecting “Tageskarte 
Regel Berlin AB”. Confirm your 
choice once you have selected 
a ticket.

ENTERING ROUTES WITH ALMEX

Settings for displays and any announcements are made via  
the ticket printer.

Step 1: First select the scheduled service.
 

Step 2: Push the RBL button and the L/S/K button. The 
following field appears:

   
 

Step 3: Enter a code. Where you see LLL, enter the route. For the letter “X”, 
enter the number 5. For “M” enter 8 and for “N” enter 9. SS stands for the 
“series”: always enter “00” here. “KK” is the route code you will find on your 
route plan for the day. If you cannot enter this code (because it contains letters, 
for example) you can enter “00”. Example for entering Tour 1 on the X10 route:

 
Step 4: After confirming with the “Eingabe” (enter) button, the system searches 
for a matching route. Finding routes automatically only works on the DL bus and 
only with the Berlin BRT map. If a route number appears, it can be confirmed 
with “Ausgabe”. If “RRR” appears, a three-digit route number must be entered 
and then confirmed. The manual contains a list of all routes. 

For experts: Finding routes automatically is defined in “BRT Berlin.hof” in the 
section on Almex routes.

Short distance

Short distance child

Normal Child

Normal

Day ticket
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Step 5: The destination code corresponding to the route is displayed. Normally, 
it must only be confirmed once more, but you can choose a different destination 
number at this point as well.
 

Step 6: Choose a stop to start from. The first stop on the route is automatically 
selected. To set the displays to run starting from a later stop, you can skip 
through them by means of the arrow buttons on the left and right side of the 
printer. Finish by confirming your choice.

Additional features: Notifications can be sent to the control centre using codes 
by selecting RBL -> Menü -> CM. Notifications need to be sent, for example, 
when a wheelchair user boards the bus or when the bus is so full (at 100 per 
cent capacity) that no further passenger can be allowed on. These and other 
functions have no impact on gameplay.

At the final destination: When a route for the return journey is suggested, use 
the Q button to confirm this. The Q button is often the right response when the 
display shows “?” or “!”. If no route is suggested, the new route will have to be 
entered. See Step 2.

ENTERING BUS ROUTES WITH ATRON AFR4

Settings for displays and any announcements are made  
via the ticket printer.

Step 1: First select the scheduled service.
 

Step 2: Press the green button. The following field appears:
   

Step 3: Enter a code. The 
first 3 numbers are the 
specific bus route. For 
the letter “X”, enter the 
number 5. For “M” enter 
8 and for “N” enter 9. 
Enter “00” in the second 
number group. Enter 
the route code from your 
route plan in the third 
group of numbers. If you 

cannot enter this code (because it contains letters, for example) you can enter 
“00”. Example for entering Tour 7 on the X10 route:
 

Step 4: After confirming 
with the green button 
or with “Bestätigen” 
(confirm), the system 
searches for a matching 
route. Finding routes 
automatically only works 
on the DL bus and only 
with the Berlin X10 map. 
If the route is found, 
it is automatically set. 
Otherwise, the three-digit 

route number must be entered and then confirmed. The manual contains a list 
of all routes. 
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For professionals: 
The automatic route 
identification is defined 
in „BRT Berlin.hof“ in the 
Almex Routes section.

Step 5: If necessary, correct 
the first stop using the up 
arrows. The next stop and 
the display of how early the 
bus is running is only shown 

on the ticket printer, no longer in the multifunction display on the dashboard.
 
Additional functions: The buttons F and C can be used to toggle between 
various menu views. Some functions are only available when the stop brake 
has been deployed. It is possible, for example, to send notifications by entering 
codes, to switch off the keypad tones and to set the night mode on the display.

Just before departure: 30 seconds before starting from the departure stop, 
beeping is audible. This reminds the bus driver to get ready to depart. It can be 
switched off by clicking on the tick mark.

At the final destination: When a route for the return journey is suggested, a 
click on the tick mark confirms it. If no route is suggested, the new route can be 
entered using the menu item “L/S/K”.
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11. APPENDIX

ROUTE MAPS

Timetables, vehicle schedules and further information (eg. Codes for Route input) 
are located in the OMSI root directory, subdirectory \ AddOns \ Berlin BRT \.

THE ROUTES

Below is a short description of all the routes. First there is information about 
the two depots and then details about the completely drivable routes X10, 115, 
625 and 626. There is also a description of some routes that are only partly the 
same as the real route.   In general, what is displayed on the buses is the actual 
destination, not the simulated version.  

X10
Since 2001, this express bus has been running from Zoo Station via 
Kurfürstendamm, Halensee, Grunewald, Schmargendorf, Dahlem and Zehlendorf 
to Teltow in Brandenburg, carrying around 20,000 passengers a day. As an express 
bus, line X10 runs through 16 stops. The X10 is the longest line in the addon. From 
2020, the journey time for the 18 km long trip will be reduced to 39 to 45 minutes 
depending on the time of day. The regular line will go from Hertzallee to Teltow 
Bahnhof from 2020, but there will also be branch-off journeys to Rammrath-
Brücke and various short trips within Berlin. The line will run at least every 20 
minutes, during the day every 10 minutes and during rush hour every 5 to 10 
minutes.

115
Line 115 also runs from the centre of Berlin to the outskirts. Between Roseneck 
and Zehlendorf it runs parallel to the X10, but in contrast to the X10 all stops are 
served. The line runs regularly between U Fehrbelliner Platz and Neuruppiner 
Straße, directly on the city limits. On school days some trips are extended in the 
morning and at noon to Spanische Allee/Potsdamer Chaussee. From 2020, the 
journey time will be about 40 minutes in each direction. As on most of the 100 and 
200 lines in Berlin, there will be at least every 20 minutes until 0:30 am. In rush 
hour traffic, there will be a 10-minute interval in some cases.

625
Line 625 does not leave the city limits of Teltow. Until 2018, it will run between 
the post office district and Ruhlsdorf via S-Bahn station and Warthestraße. 
The journey through the old town and traffic-calmed residential areas requires 
driving skills, which is why midibuses with a width of 2.40m are particularly 
suitable here. From 2019 the line will only operate between S Teltow Stadt and 
Postviertel as a ring line.

626
Until 2018, line 626 will run between Waldschänke and Heinersdorfer Weg with 
a large curve over Ruhlsdorf in the south. The landscape is a little village-like, 
but is repeatedly interrupted by industrial and modern residential areas. From 
2019 the line will run between Stahnsdorf depot and S Teltow Stadt, with most 
of the round trips alternating between lines 625 and 626.

M19
Line M19 runs the complete BRT section and only a small part beyond. From the 
2020 timetable onwards, the return journey including breaks will only take 50 
minutes.

M29
From Wittenbergplatz in the east, the M29 buses run to Roseneck in the west, 
largely parallel to the X10. There will be a new intermediate terminus at 
Hochmeisterplatz from the 2020 timetable onwards. From there, buses will now 
run every 5 minutes during the day to Wittenbergplatz underground station.

X1
One might think that line X1 does not deserve its name, as it does not pass 
through anywhere. The time advantage compared to the sister line 601 comes 
from a more direct line management. On a part of the line not shown in the 
picture, there is even an motorway. The X1er is the east-west connection in 
Teltow and Stahnsdorf. It runs every 20 to 60 minutes, mainly with  
articulated buses.
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110
Only the northern part of the 110 line between Hertzallee and Elsterplatz and 
from there to Roseneck is accessible. The line is partly parallel to the X10, but 
instead of via Halensee, the 110 runs via Hochmeisterplatz near the depot. It is 
operated by 12m buses.

285
Line 285 runs between U Oskar-Helene-Heim and Beeskowdamm parallel to 
the X10. To the south, the line turns at a car park in the Wupperstraße industrial 
estate, and to the north a detour is made to Dahlem Forest Cemetery. From the 
2020 timetable onwards, the line will run every 10 minutes on school days in 
rush hour traffic.

601
The 601 doubles the cycle of line X1 on the east-west axis through Teltow. In the 
middle section, however, it travels via the northern bypass and the Oderstraße 
shopping centre. At the eastern end, the line mainly runs from the regional 
station to Sigridshorst. The circuits of lines 601 and X1 are intermittently linked 
and articulated buses are mainly used.

620
With about 10 minutes driving time the 620 is one of the short lines of the 
addon. It runs every 20 to 30 minutes and has sporadic coach runs on lines 625 
and 626. Standard buses are mainly used.

621
The line 621 runs between S Teltow Stadt and Ruhlsdorf. From timetable 2019 
the buses will make a loop over the stop Oderstraße/Saganer Straße.

623
Line 623 is also short. It runs in the Addon between Schrockstraße and U Oskar-
Helene-Heim, mostly parallel to the X10. It runs every 20 minutes, but not on 
weekends.

N10
The N10 line is the night connection between Zoo Station and Zehlendorf. 
There is a daily half-hourly service from 0:30 am. The line is a mix between the 
daytime lines X10, 101, 110 and 115. Between Elsterplatz and Königin-Luise-
Straße the line deviated from the real line so that the connection is mobile in the 
addon. In Zehlendorf Eiche and at Bahnhof Zoo there are many possibilities to 
change trains at the night junctions to minutes :15 and :45. From timetable 2020 
the line continues to Teltow Warthestraße. Instead of crossing the Teltow-Werft-
Bridge a diversion via Beeskowdamm will be taken.

N12
The N12 line takes you from Zehlendorf to Stahnsdorf every hour at night. 
Between Neuruppiner Straße and Stahnsdorf there is an alternative line in the 
Addon.

N13
From timetable 2019 the line N13 will run between Waldschänke and S-Bahn 
station Teltow Stadt.

N43
The N43 line corresponds roughly to the daytime line X1, but makes a detour 
via the Rammrath bridge. As on all night lines in the addon, standard buses are 
used regularly. The line N43 only runs until the 2018 timetable.

N84
A quiet night line in the south of Berlin is the N84 line, which serves parts of the 
285. As on the N12 and N13 or N43 lines, only one bus is on the road at a time.
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LIST OF ROUTES

M19 01 Herbertstr. U Wittenbergplatz U Mehringdamm 070 X X X

(819) 02 U Wittenbergplatz Herbertstr. S Grunewald 042 X X X

03 Rathenauplatz U Wittenbergplatz U Mehringdamm 070 X X X

04 U Wittenbergplatz Rathenauplatz Grunewald Rat-
henauplatz

092 X X X

05 Herbertstr. U Adenauerplatz U Adenauerplatz 014 X X X

06 U Adenauerplatz Herbertstr. S Grunewald 042 X X X

07 U Wittenbergplatz U Adenauerplatz U Adenauerplatz 014 X X X

08 U Adenauerplatz U Wittenbergplatz U Mehringdamm 070 X X X

09 S Halensee Herbertstr. S Grunewald 042 X X X

12 U Wittenbergplatz Herbertstr. Grunewald 
Hagenplatz

045 X X

M29 01 Roseneck U Wittenbergplatz U Hermannplatz 051 X X X

(829) 02 U Wittenbergplatz Roseneck Grunewald 
Roseneck

094 X X X

03 Rathenauplatz U Wittenbergplatz U Hermannplatz 051 X X X

04 U Wittenbergplatz Rathenauplatz Grunewald Rat-
henauplatz

092 X X X

05 Hochmeisterplatz U Wittenbergplatz U Hermannplatz 051 X

06 U Wittenbergplatz Hochmeisterplatz Wilmersdorf 
Hochmeisterplatz

053 X

07 Hochmeisterplatz U Wittenbergplatz Kreuzberg Orani-
enplatz

143 X

08 U Wittenbergplatz Hochmeisterplatz 
Aussetzer)

Wilmersdorf 
Hochmeisterplatz

053 X

09 U Adenauerplatz U Wittenbergplatz U Hermannplatz 051 X X

11 Rathenauplatz U Wittenbergplatz Kreuzberg Orani-
enplatz

143 X X X

X1 1 Waldschänke Teltow Bahnhof Teltow Bahnhof 109 X X X

(501) 2 Teltow Bahnhof Waldschänke S Potsdam Hbf 086 X X X

3 Waldschänke Sigridshorst Teltow Sigrids-
horst

102 X X X

4 Sigridshorst Waldschänke S Potsdam Hbf 086 X X X

5 Puschkinstr. Teltow Bahnhof Teltow Bahnhof 109 X

7 Warthestr. Teltow Bahnhof Teltow Bahnhof 109 X X X

X10 1 Hertzallee Teltow Bahnhof Teltow Bahnhof 109 X

(510) 2 Teltow Bahnhof Hertzallee S+U-Bahnhof 
Zoolog. Garten

122 X

3 Hertzallee Rammrath-Brücke Teltow Ramm-
rath-Brücke

087 X X X

4 Rammrath-Brücke Hertzallee S+U-Bahnhof 
Zoolog. Garten

122 X X X

5 Hertzallee Andréezeile Zehlendorf And-
réezeile

017 X X X

6 Andréezeile Hertzallee S+U-Bahnhof 
Zoolog. Garten

122 X X X

7 U Adenauerplatz Andréezeile Zehlendorf And-
réezeile

017 X X

8 Andréezeile U Adenauerplatz U Adenauerplatz 014 X X

9 Hertzallee S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

S Teltow Stadt 110 X X

10 S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

Hertzallee S+U-Bahnhof 
Zoolog. Garten

122 X X

11 U Adenauerplatz Teltow Bahnhof Teltow Bahnhof 109 X

12 Teltow Bahnhof U Adenauerplatz U Adenauerplatz 014 X

13 U Adenauerplatz Rammrath-Brücke Teltow Ramm-
rath-Brücke

087 X X

14 Rammrath-Brücke U Adenauerplatz U Adenauerplatz 014 X X

15 Hertzallee Rathaus Zehlen-
dorf

Rathaus Zeh-
lendorf

091 X

16 Rathaus Zehlen-
dorf

Hertzallee S+U-Bahnhof 
Zoolog. Garten

122 X

17 Hertzallee Warthestr. Teltow Warthestr. 119 X

18 Warthestr. Hertzallee S+U-Bahnhof 
Zoolog. Garten

122 X

19 S+U Zoologischer 
Garten

Rammrath-Brücke Teltow Ramm-
rath-Brücke

087 X X

20 Rathaus Zehlen-
dorf

U Adenauerplatz U Adenauerplatz 014 X

21 Bismarckplatz Rathaus Zehlen-
dorf

Rathaus Zeh-
lendorf

091 X

22 Zehlendorf Eiche U Adenauerplatz U Adenauerplatz 014 X

23 Königin-Luise-
Str./ Clayallee

Andréezeile Zehlendorf And-
réezeile

017 X

24 Zehlendorf Eiche Rammrath-Brücke Teltow Ramm-
rath-Brücke

087 X X

25 Königin-Luise-
Str./ Clayallee

Teltow Bahnhof Teltow Bahnhof 109 X

LINE ROUTE FROM TO DISPLAY CODE  YEAR
2013    2019     2020

LINE ROUTE FROM TO DISPLAY CODE  YEAR
2013    2019     2020The important main routes are highlighted in grey. 

For buses with special characters „M“ = 28, „X“ = 36, „N“ = 35.
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LINE ROUTE FROM TO DISPLAY CODE  YEAR
2013    2019     2020

LINE ROUTE FROM TO DISPLAY CODE  YEAR
2013    2019     2020

26 S Halensee Hertzallee S+U-Bahnhof 
Zoolog. Garten

122 X

27 Joseph-Joachim-
Platz

Andréezeile Zehlendorf And-
réezeile

017 X

29 U Kurfürsten-
damm

Andréezeile Zehlendorf And-
réezeile

017 X

31 U Oskar-Helene-
Heim

Rammrath-Brücke Teltow Ramm-
rath-Brücke

087 X X

110 01 Hertzallee Roseneck Grunewald 
Roseneck

094 X X X

02 Roseneck Hertzallee S+U-Bahnhof 
Zoolog. Garten

122 X X X

03 Hertzallee Hochmeisterplatz Wilmersdorf 
Hochmeisterplatz

053 X

04 Hochmeisterplatz Hertzallee S+U-Bahnhof 
Zoolog. Garten

122 X

05 Hochmeisterplatz Roseneck Grunewald 
Roseneck

094 X X X

06 Roseneck Hochmeisterplatz Wilmersdorf 
Hochmeisterplatz

053 X

115 01 Spanische 
Allee/ Potsdamer 
Chaussee

Mansfelder Str./ 
Barstr.

U-Bahnhof Fehr-
belliner Platz

032 X X X

02 Mansfelder Str./ 
Barstr.

Spanische 
Allee/ Potsdamer 
Chaussee

Spanische Allee/ 
Potsdamer Ch.

103 X X X

03 Neuruppiner Str Mansfelder Str./ 
Barstr.

U-Bahnhof Fehr-
belliner Platz

032 X X X

04 Mansfelder Str./ 
Barstr.

Neuruppiner Str Düppel-Süd Neu-
ruppiner Str.

076 X X X

05 Roseneck Mansfelder Str./ 
Barstr.

U-Bahnhof Fehr-
belliner Platz

032 X X X

06 Mansfelder Str./ 
Barstr.

Roseneck Grunewald 
Roseneck

094 X X X

07 Zehlendorf Eiche Mansfelder Str./ 
Barstr.

U-Bahnhof Fehr-
belliner Platz

032 X X

08 Mansfelder Str./ 
Barstr.

Zehlendorf Eiche Zehlendorf Eiche 121 X X

09 Rathaus Zehlen-
dorf

Mansfelder Str./ 
Barstr.

U-Bahnhof Fehr-
belliner Platz

032 X X X

10 Mansfelder Str./ 
Barstr.

Rathaus Zehlen-
dorf

Rathaus Zeh-
lendorf

091 X

11 Neuruppiner Str U Fehrbelliner 
Platz (Aussetzer)

U-Bahnhof Fehr-
belliner Platz

033 X X

12 U Fehrbelliner 
Platz (Einsetzer)

Neuruppiner Str Düppel-Süd Neu-
ruppiner Str.

076 X X X

13 Roseneck U Fehrbelliner 
Platz (Aussetzer)

U-Bahnhof Fehr-
belliner Platz

033 X X

14 U Fehrbelliner 
Platz (Einsetzer)

Roseneck Grunewald 
Roseneck

094 X X X

15 Rathaus Zehlen-
dorf

U Fehrbelliner 
Platz (Aussetzer)

U-Bahnhof Fehr-
belliner Platz

033 X X

16 U Fehrbelliner 
Platz (Einsetzer)

Rathaus Zehlen-
dorf

Rathaus Zeh-
lendorf

091 X

18 U Fehrbelliner 
Platz (Einsetzer)

Spanische 
Allee/ Potsdamer 
Chaussee

Spanische Allee/ 
Potsdamer Ch.

103 X X X

285 01 Am Waldfriedhof Wupperstr. S+U-Bahnhof 
Rathaus Steglitz

090 X X X

02 Wupperstr. Am Waldfriedhof Dahlem Wald-
friedhof

115 X X X

03 U Oskar-Helene-
Heim

Wupperstr. S+U-Bahnhof 
Rathaus Steglitz

090 X X X

04 Wupperstr. U Oskar-Helene-
Heim

U-Bahnhof Oskar-
Helene-Hm.

080 X X X

05 Am Waldfriedhof Andréezeile Zehlendorf And-
réezeile

017 X X X

06 Andréezeile Am Waldfriedhof Dahlem Wald-
friedhof

115 X X X

07 Am Waldfriedhof Zehlendorf Eiche Zehlendorf Eiche 121 X X

08 Wupperstr. U Oskar-Helene-
Heim (Aussetzer)

U-Bahnhof Oskar-
Helene-Hm.

080 X X X

09 Zehlendorf Eiche Wupperstr. Lichterfelde 
Appenzeller Str.

019 X X

10 Wupperstr. Zehlendorf Eiche Zehlendorf Eiche 121 X X

11 Am Waldfriedhof Wupperstr. Lichterfelde 
Appenzeller Str.

019 X X X

12 Wupperstr. Am Waldfriedhof 
(Aussetzer)

Dahlem Wald-
friedhof

115 X X X

13 U Oskar-Helene-
Heim

Wupperstr. Lichterfelde 
Appenzeller Str.

019 X X X

15 U Oskar-Helene-
Heim (Einsetzer)

Wupperstr. S+U-Bahnhof 
Rathaus Steglitz

090 X X X

17 U Oskar-Helene-
Heim (Einsetzer)

Wupperstr. Lichterfelde 
Appenzeller Str.

019 X X X

601 01 Waldschänke Sigridshorst Teltow Sigrids-
horst

102 X X X

02 Sigridshorst Waldschänke S Potsdam Hbf 086 X X X
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03 Waldschänke Teltow Bahnhof Teltow Bahnhof 109 X X X

04 Teltow Bahnhof Waldschänke S Potsdam Hbf 086 X X X

05 Warthestr. S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

S Teltow Stadt 110 X X X

06 Warthestr. Waldschänke Stahnsdorf Bahn-
hofstr.

020 X X X

07 Waldschänke Teltow Bahnhof 
(Aussetzer)

Teltow Bahnhof 109 X X X

08 Teltow Bahnhof S Teltow Stadt/ 
Mahlower Str.

S Teltow Stadt 110 X X

10 Warthestr. Waldschänke Rathaus Babels-
berg

088 X

12 Sigridshorst Waldschänke S Potsdam Hbf 086 X X X

14 Teltow Bahnhof Waldschänke S Potsdam Hbf 086 X X X

602 01 Waldschänke Havelstr. Teltow Havelstr. 048 X

620 01 Rammrath-Brücke S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

S Teltow Stadt 110 X X X

02 S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

Rammrath-Brücke S Wannsee Bhf 117 X X X

03 Rammrath-Brücke Warthestr. Teltow Warthestr. 119 X X X

04 Teltow Bahnhof Rammrath-Brücke Teltow Warthestr 
-> 620 Stahnsdf.

158 X X X

05 Rammrath-Brücke S Teltow Stadt 
(Aussetzer)

S Teltow Stadt 110 X X X

06 S Teltow Stadt 
(Einsetzer)

Rammrath-Brücke S Wannsee Bhf 117 X X X

08 S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

Warthestr. Teltow Warthestr. 119 X X X

621 01 S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

Ruhlsdorf Ludwigsfelde 
Bahnhof

068 X

02 Ruhlsdorf S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

S Teltow Stadt 110 X

03 S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

Ruhlsdorf Ludwigsfelde 
Bahnhof

068 X X

04 Ruhlsdorf S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

S Teltow Stadt 110 X X

05 Hamburger Platz Ruhlsdorf Ludwigsfelde 
Bahnhof

068 X X X

06 Ruhlsdorf Hamburger Platz Teltow Warthestr. 119 X X X

07 Warthestr. Ruhlsdorf Teltow Ruhlsdorf 097 X X

623 01 Schrockstr. U Oskar-Helene-
Heim

U-Bahnhof Oskar-
Helene-Hm.

080 X X X

02 U Oskar-Helene-
Heim

Schrockstr. Stahnsdorf Hilde-
gardstr.

052 X

04 U Oskar-Helene-
Heim

Schrockstr. Stahnsdorf Wald-
schänke

116 X X X

625 01 Ruhlsdorf Paul-Lincke-Str. Postviertel Paul-
Lincke-Str.

085 X

02 Paul-Lincke-Str. Ruhlsdorf Teltow Ruhlsdorf 097 X

03 Ruhlsdorf Warthestr. Teltow Warthestr. 119 X

04 Warthestr. Ruhlsdorf Teltow Ruhlsdorf 097 X

05 S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

Paul-Lincke-Str. Postviertel Paul-
Lincke-Str.

085 X

06 Paul-Lincke-Str. S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

S Teltow Stadt 110 X

08 Paul-Lincke-Str. Bürgertreff Teltow Bürgertreff 028 X

11 S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

S Teltow Stadt 110 X X

12 S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

Bürgertreff Teltow Bürgertreff 028 X X

13 S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

Egerstr. Teltow Egerstr. 156 X X

14 S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

S Teltow Stadt 110 X X

626 01 Betriebshof S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

S Teltow Stadt 110 X X

02 S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

Betriebshof Stahnsdorf 
Betriebshof

162 X X

04 S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

Betriebshof Stahnsdorf 
Betriebshof

162 X X

05 Waldschänke Heinersdorfer Weg Teltow Heinerdorf. 
Weg

050 X

06 Heinersdorfer Weg Waldschänke Stahnsdorf Wald-
schänke

116 X

07 Waldschänke S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

S Teltow Stadt 110 X

08 S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

Waldschänke Stahnsdorf Wald-
schänke

116 X

09 Enzianweg S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

S Teltow Stadt 110 X

10 S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

Enzianweg Stahnsdorf Enzi-
anweg

031 X

11 Waldschänke Ruhlsdorf Teltow Ruhlsdorf 097 X

N10 51 Hertzallee Warthestr. Teltow Warthestr. 119 X
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(910) 52 Warthestr. Hertzallee S+U-Bahnhof 
Zoolog. Garten

122 X

53 Hertzallee Schrockstr. Zehlendorf Sacht-
lebenstr.

099 X X

54 Schrockstr. Hertzallee S+U-Bahnhof 
Zoolog. Garten

122 X X

55 Hertzallee Rathaus Zehlen-
dorf

Rathaus Zeh-
lendorf

091 X X X

56 Zehlendorf Eiche Hertzallee S+U-Bahnhof 
Zoolog. Garten

122 X X

57 U Adenauerplatz Warthestr. Teltow Warthestr. 119 X

58 Warthestr. U Adenauerplatz U Adenauerplatz 014 X

59 U Oskar-Helene-
Heim

Warthestr. Teltow Warthestr. 119 X

60 Warthestr. U Oskar-Helene-
Heim

U-Bahnhof Oskar-
Helene-Hm.

080 X

62 Warthestr. Zehlendorf Eiche Zehlendorf Eiche 121 X

64 Schrockstr. U Oskar-Helene-
Heim

U-Bahnhof Oskar-
Helene-Hm.

080 X X

N12 01 Zehlendorf Eiche Waldschänke Stahnsdorf Bahn-
hofstr.

020 X X X

(912) 02 Waldschänke Zehlendorf Eiche Zehlendorf Eiche 121 X X X

03 Zehlendorf Eiche Waldschänke Stahnsdorf Wald-
schänke

116 X X X

N13 01 Waldschänke S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

S Teltow Stadt 110 X X

(913) 02 S Teltow Stadt/ 
Gonfrevillestr.

Waldschänke S Potsdam Hbf 086 X X

N43 01 Waldschänke Teltow Bahnhof Teltow Bahnhof 109 X

(943) 02 Teltow Bahnhof Waldschänke S Potsdam Hbf 086 X

N84 01 Wupperstr. Zehlendorf Eiche Zehlendorf Eiche 121 X X X

(984) 02 Zehlendorf Eiche Wupperstr. S+U Tempelhof 111 X X X

04 Zehlendorf Eiche Wupperstr. U Alt-Tempelhof 016 X X X

06 Zehlendorf Eiche 
(Einsetzer)

Wupperstr. S+U Tempelhof 111 X X X

08 Zehlendorf Eiche 
(Einsetzer)

Wupperstr. U Alt-Tempelhof 016 X X X
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